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INSIGHTS
BEST ANSWERS FOR “WHAT IS CLOUD COMPUTING?”
How Titan Consulting Can “Right Fit” Your Cloud Consulting Needs!
We were lucky to catch up with Bill Adams, retired, Head of
SAP SE Performance and Scalability group for the Americas.
If you know Bill, he is not shy on sharing his vast knowledge
and experience on the best way to run SAP’s suite of
applications.
We are honored to have Bill discuss how to get the most
out of your SAP investment. His specialty is designing,
architecting, and tuning your SAP stack. In this first article,
we will start with the
basics, Best Answers for
Cloud Computing.

to an enterprise by a third party. Another type is private
internal cloud in which a cloud system is contained entirely
within an enterprise.
For the Public Cloud the Cloud Provider has the hardware
which can be accessed from anywhere and is wholly operated
by your provider. Additionally, the provided resources
are usually shared among multiple clients most often via
virtualization.
Regardless of the
cloud type, Private
or Public, both
deal with the same
critical performance
indicators for the
Cloud Environments.
i.e.:

What is Cloud Computing?
Generally, Cloud
Computing is defined as
the on-demand availability
of computer system
resources, without direct
active management by
the client/user making the
demand. The resources are
generally managed by 3rd
party partners in their data
centers available to many
users over the Internet.

What purchasing
decisions do I
make with Cloud
Computing?

What types of Cloud
Computing exists?
The short answer, cloud computing has two flavors or
architectures, Private and Public clouds.
For the Private Cloud we usually see two types. One type is
private managed cloud in which a cloud system is provided
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Cloud computing and
XaaS are frequently
confused as a single
offering. However,
multiple options exist
when considering and justifying your cloud computing
options.
We present the following “As-A-Service” options.
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS): This is SAP’s Public Cloud
offerings. The software resides in a shared or multi-tenant
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environment. The software code line, features, and
functionality are common to all tenants of the service
environment.
Infrastructure-as-a-Services (IaaS): Basically, IaaS public
cloud providers offer storage and compute services on a
pay-per-use basis. But the full array of services offered
by all major public cloud providers is staggering: highly
scalable databases, virtual private networks, big
data analytics, developer tools, machine learning,
application monitoring, and so on.
With the advent and onslaught of Big Data, Analytics, IoT,
we see this option as the fastest growing segment of these
options. The hyper-scalers: Amazon Web Services was
the first IaaS provider and remains the leader, followed by
Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, and IBM Cloud
lead this market.
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS): PaaS provides sets of
services and workflows that specifically target developers,
who can use shared tools, processes, and APIs to
accelerate the development, testing, and deployment
of applications. Salesforce’s Heroku and Force.com are
popular public cloud PaaS offerings; Pivotal’s Cloud
Foundry and Red Hat’s OpenShift can be deployed on
premises or accessed through the major public clouds. For
enterprises, PaaS can ensure that developers have ready
access to resources, follow certain processes, and use only
a specific array of services, while operators maintain the
underlying infrastructure.
Cost or Control: What is Most Important to you?
When it comes right down to it, the driving factor for
deciding which cloud computing option is best for you
is determined by either cost or control: more cost, more
control, less cost, less control.
The general belief is that cloud computing costs less then
in-house or on-premise computing. However, there is a risk
or qualitative cost that you concede when outsourcing your
computing options.
Cloud providers behave a lot like airlines, they oversell
their resources or seats. Their analytics supports that some
passengers will not make the flight and they then optimize
their asset load and revenue stream. The occasion when
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they have angry
passengers at the gate,
but not seats is a calculated bet.
Cloud providers follow a similar model. However, if your
business model relies upon eCommerce sales on Black
Friday, you want to ensure that you have the required
resources to complete each transaction during the peak
period.
When you run your business on someone else’s resources:
networks, servers, etc., ensure they can deliver – your SLA’s
- at your peak times.
Before deciding for any Cloud Computing options, ask
these questions to your prospective vendors?
1. Vendors should explain how they use virtualization in
their cloud environment to support your systems?
2. What type of Network support does the cloud provider
offer?
3. Since CPU is one of several resources that are
virtualized in the cloud, how is CPU assignment
handled and how fast can it be adjusted?
4. Memory, like CPU, is also a shared resource in the
cloud environment. How is memory virtualization
assignment handled and how fast can it be adjusted?
5. What is the vendor’s over-commitment strategy?
Every public or private Cloud provider uses Over
commitment for optimal usage of hardware resources.

6. What is the elasticity model used by the Cloud
Provider? For SAP environments running in the cloud,
elasticity is important. The benefit of elasticity is that
the system automatically adjusts to the adding or
removing of computing power to adapt to current
application requirements.
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